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The writer, Reno is 11 years old and lives in Florida with his family.
Reno was created legally blind and carries many diagnoses including
Asperger's but hopes this publication and his story can not only teach
you about autism but motivate you to always look at your abilities, NOT
your disabilities! He's also a presenter also to date, Reno has reached
almost 13,000 people. For days gone by yr he offers been an advocate for
autism.
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Reno Rocks!! As a dad of a child with autism this book was extremely
insightful. Reno not only describes at length what Autism is definitely
and what it is not, he provides valuable information not just to kids,
but adults too. For the many challenges that Reno faces, he is becoming
an inspiration if you ask me for just how he faces those problems.
Autism is a social communication disorder, however Reno has the capacity
to communicate quite successfully what it means and what it feels as
though to possess Asperger Syndrome. I'm so proud of Reno and his
accomplishments, but I'm most proud of contacting him and his family
members, our friends. This is a book meant for kids and I belive it to
become a must browse for sibblings, classmates, cousins or any
additional child or teenager that knows a kid in the autism
spectrum.About the content: this book discusses what autism is, how
children with autism may be different and how they're exactly like other
children and it offers specific ideas on how best to be a buddy to a kid
with autism , how to understand that child and what typical children can
do when a child with autism does a thing that may be different or
challenging to understand like stimming or having difficulty with having
a backwards and forwards conversation. This book helps his cousins know
very well what he goes through. I may tell my family that I go through
this or this is the best point to do to respond to some items that she
does in different ways nonetheless it is not the same as when it comes
from a kid that understands what she is going through.! Although she can
talk a bit it'll be a long time before she can inform me what she thinks
and feels. Like Reno, my grandson was identified as having Asperger's -I know the book will be helpful and inspirational to my Grandson to
check out in Reno's footsteps! Five Stars Excellent book a must go
through for everyone!! I have read a lot of books on autism written by
doctors, scientists, parents and even adults on the autism spectrum but
this reserve has been the only person to provide me a glimpse into how
my daughter feels and how she sees the world. I've a preschooler on the
autism spectrum.! great publication! But I also consider it a must go
through for the adults around a kid with autism. I am getting copies for
my daughter's grandparents, teacher and uncles and aunts. My litttle
lady can not inform everyone how hard adjustments are for her or why she
has trouble playing with other kids or behaving just how adults
anticipate her to. I recommend this publication to everyone and anyone
who really wants to understand autism Great Book--great writer! I can
not wait until the time that she can inform me how she feels, but until
then I will let Reno talk on her behalf. Thank you Reno! I have learned
a great deal from your own book and I've already applied a few of your
suggestions! Sondra Torres Reno, you did a fantastic job on your own
book, I have a 7 year older son diagnosed with autism just one single
year ago, I desire I got known about your reserve then. a must read I
have an autistic child.!.! I give your reserve 5 celebrities without
hesitation, your in advance approach and clear descriptions have become

VERY helpful! Thank you so quite definitely for writing this very
informative book. It could have helped me know very well what was going
on in his lovely little world! You are awesome!! great book!! I've seen
Reno's demonstration on how to be a friend to somebody with Autism. It
helped me recognize how my child's variations make her experience when
she is in a interpersonal enviroment and trying to make friends. It has
so many good ideas for children in order to understand and become better
friends to a child in the autism spectrum.
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